PROJECT 11

An elegant calendar showcasing
your creative ideas
This charming perpetual calendar features a three-dimensional butterfly. The combinations of
date numbers make for a different fun design on each passing day. Add your own ideas for an
elegant design that adds zest to any interior.
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Built-in Patterns

Material

Direct Cut

Outer dimensions (board size): 13.18" x 13.18"
Paper – 6 kinds
Basic shape for month names: 1.77" x 2.17"
All text: 5.11" high; numbers: 5.11" x 6.91" ("27")
1 sheet printed with month names; 2 pieces of
paper created with dates
Studs, magnetic sheet, magnets, card holder, glue
For the butterfly, use the ornament on page __
(2.66" x 3.56")

1 Using Scan to Cut Data, scan a butterfly of your
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Scan to USB

own original design. Use Unify to group the data
together, position the design at the top center of a
12" piece of patterned paper, then cut the design.

Scan to Cut Data

To make the finish results even more attractive, attach
backing paper to the back of the pattern paper at the
area where the butterfly design has been cut. Using
paper of the same pattern as the makes the cut-out
areas even more eye-catching. An attractive calendar
adds an accent to any interior, day in and day out.

2 Cut built-in patterns for the flowers and grass, and
attach them in an attractive arrangement to the 12"
patterned paper from step 1.

Built-in patterns: AR-A020 x 4, AR-A025 x 4, BO-A020

Background Scan

3 Using Background Scan, scan paper printouts of

the month names. Lay out each aligned with the
ziggurat-shaped built-in pattern, then cut the shape.

Built-in pattern: BA-A137 x 6 /Function: Background Scan

4 Create the dates. Working one at a time, select the

Editing Function

numeral using the built-in fonts, weld multiple digits
together, if necessary, cut the produced shape, then
attach a magnet to the back, at the top. Using sturdy,
thick paper for the date numerals is recommended.
Built-in pattern: FO-A001 /Function: Welding

5 Affix a magnetic sheet to the prepared base paper,
then attach the pattern paper from step 2 to the
base paper.

6 Fasten the card holder to the base using studs,

Optional Accessories

then place the current month card from step 3 in the
holder. Attach the number for the current date to the
magnetic sheet.
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